HELLO FRIENDS

We do totally kickass photo stuff:

PHOTO BOOTHS
INSTAGRAM PRINTERS
GIF BOOTHS
FANCY BACKDROPS AND PRINTS

... in all these places ...

BRISBANE  SYDNEY  MELBOURNE  CANBERRA  BYRON BAY
LONDON  MANCHESTER  BIRMINGHAM
“I’ve booked a few photo booths but the service provided by The Photo Booth Guys is by far the most original and fun experience that I’ve come across. Highly recommended.” Chris
Our Art Series photo booths were lovingly designed by us and handcrafted here in Australia. A truly beautiful object that will bring joy, fun and spontaneity to you and your guests.

Each hire includes:

- an attendant to set everything up & keep things running smoothly
- choice of photo strip design (customised with your event details)
- choice of backdrop (option to design your own)
- our standard prop pack (see next page for details)
- unlimited photo booth sessions (two photo strips per session)
- digital web gallery with high resolution images
- travel within 30 mins† of Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Byron

3 Hours ............. $995*
4 Hours ............ $1,195
5 Hours ............ $1,345
6 Hours ............ $1,495

* 3 hour hire available Monday - Thursday only
† we travel far and wide, but extra fees may apply
All of our photo booth hires include our Standard Prop Pack, your choice of photo strip design and backdrop. We also have range of sweet add-ons…

**Options include:**

- InstaPrinta add-on to photo booth hire........................................... + $350
- GIF Booth add-on to photo booth hire ........................................... + $350
- Social Sharing (share to Facebook, Twitter, Email, SMS).............$220
- Live slideshow of photo booth images ............................................$220
- Premium Backdrops (please enquire for details).................... from $75
- Custom Printed Backdrop .................................................................$390
- Custom Photo Strip Design ...............................................................$100
- Premium Party Packs .................................................................$195

**PHOTO BOOTH OPTIONS**

Make it truly yours.
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**STANDARD PROP PACK**

Each photo booth hire includes our standard Prop Pack:

- Guest book, email sharing, a set of lips and mos, novelty sunnies, chalkboard and chalk, animal face masks, choice of standard backdrop and a set of our world famous speech bubbles.

**PHOTO STRIP DESIGN**

Choose from our range of pre-designed strips, then customize it with your name and date.

Why not go super custom and design your own (or have us design something for just a small fee)?

**BACKDROPS**

Select one of our fun, standard backdrops or for a few more dollars go all out and get something custom printed.

Or perhaps you could go DIY, or have your stylist build you something.
CUSTOM SPEECH BUBBLES $45 each
Let us custom make your very own speech bubbles. Any shape, any text, anything you want... the ultimate personal touch to your booth.

RUBBER MASK HIRE $45 for 4
Our range of full animal head hire masks will totally transform your guests. Options include: unicorn, horse, rooster and cow.

VINTAGE HIRE PACK $195 for the pack
Hire our selection of interactive vintage props. Options include: retro camera, telephone, flamingo and magnifying glass.

SUPERHERO PARTY PACK $195 for the pack
"When you cage the beast, the beast gets angry."
Heed Wolverine’s sage wisdom and allow your guests to freely express their inner superheroes with our Superhero Party Pack. Includes: Speech bubbles, Hulk hands, Thor’s hammer, backdrop.
**EIGHTIES PACK**

Totally bodacious selection of accessories for any 1980s or Back to the Future party. We accept no responsibility for the increased risk of mullets at your event.

Includes: Speech bubbles, Rubiks cube, Glasses, Hoverboard, Backdrop

$195 for the pack

**SEVENTIES PACK**

The 1970s are all the rage right now, so get with the times (?) and get your groove on with this prop pack. Also, recreate that awkward family photo vibe with our Awkward Booth add-on.

Includes: Choice of 2 backdrops (tartan or wood panel), Speech bubbles, Nerd glasses

$195 for the pack

**TWENTIES PACK**

The Great Gatsby has ensured the roaring twenties remain a popular option for a party theme. Zoot suits, flapper dresses and an air of wild sophistication essential. Also a great excuse to drink gin.

Includes: Top hat and cloche hat, Speech bubbles, Tommy gun, Fan, Art deco backdrop

$195 for the pack

**TROPICAL PARTY PACK**

Take your event into the wilds… See whose Hawaiian shirt clashes best with our backdrops and watch your guests turn into five year olds with our animal masks.

Includes: Choice of 1 backdrop (flamingos, pineapple or floral), Animal masks, Safari hat, Binoculars, Flamingo prop

$195 for the pack

**MEXICAN PARTY PACK**

“¡Andale! ¡Arriba!” While that actually translates as “Go on! Up!”, no Mexican party is quite right without a few suspect cultural cliches. Embrace the cheese, dip the nachos and get your party poncho on.

Includes: Speech bubbles, Ukulele, Cactus, Sombrero, Backdrop

$195 for the pack
Got Instagram crazy friends and family?

InstaPrinta is for you! Take a photo, upload to Instagram, tag it with your event hashtag... and boom! A beautiful 6x4” copy of your photo prints moments later. It really is like magic!

Each hire includes:

- an attendant to set everything up & keep things running smoothly
- choice of photo design with your name & event date
- internet for the InstaPrinta (guests use their devices internet)
- as many 6x4” Instagram photos as you can print in your hire time
- travel within 30 mins† of Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Byron

3 Hours ................ $995
4 Hours ............ $1,195
5 Hours ............ $1,345
6 Hours ............ $1,495

† we travel far and wide, but extra fees may apply
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GIF BOOTH

Supercharge your booth experience with some m-m-m-m-movement and colour!

GIF Booth takes a quick series of photos which we then stitch together into short clips that loop over and over and over again.

Guests can share straight to their email then on to the world wide webs.

- Super fun and super shareable
- Attendant to set everything up & keep things running smoothly
- Boomerang GIF, Flash Pack and Standard GIF
- GIFs are sent straight to your guests phone via email
- GIF only (no printing)

3 Hours ...................... $1,095
4 Hours ...................... $1,295
5 Hours ...................... $1,445
6 Hours ...................... $1,595

* Add on printing $250
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“Evan utilised gorgeous Victorian blackwood with deep African wenge and luxe brass details to produce a gasp-worthy creation.” Handkrafted Blog